Message from DGF
Welcome to the DGF newsletter!
Our strength lies in the work our
partners are doing and our ability to
support projects that create positive
change.
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Building Strategic Partnerships to Strengthen
Democratic Governance in Uganda

DGF supports a multitude of projects
and activities across the country. Our
state and non-state partners – over
70 at present – all work towards the
shared vision of a Uganda where
citizens are empowered to engage in
democratic governance and the state
upholds citizens’ rights.
This issue of our newsletter zooms in
on our recent partnership conference
and a small selection of the multitude
of activities that take place every
day with DGF support. Much more
is happening out there, so let us stay
connected!
Head of Facility.

INSIDE

Alex Masereka (C), the Kasese District Local Government Planner, makes comments during the
6th DGF Partnership Conference held on 2nd - 3rd October, 2019 in Kmapala. Photo credit: DGF

Since its establishment in 2011, the DGF
has been operating on the framework of
partnerships, out of the conviction that
strengthening democratic governance in
Uganda requires constructive collaboration
between the state and its citizens.

the
6th
Partnership
Conference
to
reflect
and
deliberate
on
achievements realised and challenges
encountered in the partnership, and to
chart a way forward to further deepen
democratic governance in Uganda.

The DGF partnership is made up of
development partners who provide funds;
a broad constituency of state and nonstate partners who implement various
projects and programmes on governance;
and the Facility Management Unit that
coordinates the day to day operations in
the partnership.

The two-day deliberations focused on
the theme: “Partnering for Democratic
Governance: Trends, Innovations &
Opportunities”.

The proceedings included a keynote address
on trends and innovations in democratic
governance delivered by Dr Fred Muhumuza
and interactive panel and round table
Today, the DGF partnership consists discussions by partners present.
of seven development partners, 74
implementing partners (15 state and Discussions on strengthening the DGF
59 non-state partners) and the Facility partnership to further promote democratic
Management Unit.
space and citizen engagement were also
held during the partnership conference.
On 2nd to 3rd October 2019, these
partners converged in Kampala for
Read more on P. 2
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New Trends in Democratic Governance: Partners Call for New Innovations
During the DGF Partnership Conference, Dr Fred Muhumuza,
Senior Economist at School of Economics, Makerere University
delivered a keynote presentation on the various trends,
innovations and opportunities in democratic governance,
and urged the partners to reflect on their implications on
democratic governance.
He cited, for example, increasing population pressure,
the growing influence of the youth, new technologies and
communication platforms, power relations at the global level,
reactions by incumbent leaders to regional security threats,
and emerging practices of populists with no firm institutional
foundation, as some of the emerging trends that are influencing
progress of democratic governance across Africa.
Dr Muhumuza urged partners to pursue new initiatives to
respond to the above trends. He shared some insights into
possible responses including strengthening partnerships for
democratic governance; provision of critical information on
governance issues to citizens, and increasing the focus on
gender equality and youth engagement for inclusive growth
and realisation of the sustainable development goals, among
others.

Partners in a group discussion at the 6th DGF Partnership Conference
in Kampala. Photo credit: DGF

office indicate that corruption in Uganda is on the increase at all
levels, and called on various actors to initiate new approaches
to halt the trend. She pointed out that although the government
has established parallel units to fight corruption, these have
unfortunately undermined the oversight mandate of existing anticorruption institutions such as the Inspectorate of Government.
She observed that even if the government enacts new laws to
fight corruption, the challenge, like for many other existing laws,
will remain on lack of political will to implement them.
Discussing the keynote address from a gender perspective, Dr
Sarah Ssali, the Director of the School of Women and Gender
Studies at Makerere University, urged actors in governance to
look at why women are marginalised in the governance process,
and how systemic marginalisation practices in the country should
be addressed.
She called for efforts to expand gender mainstreaming into
governance and development process, for example by making
gender issues part of political and democracy discussions, and
by looking at the norms that affect/underpin service delivery
with gender lenses.

From the citizens’ engagement and civic education perspective,
Dr. Frank Muhereza, Senior Research Fellow, Centre for Basic
Research, noted that recent studies have indicated low knowledge
levels among citizens in areas where they are supposed to be
In the discussion of the keynote presentation, four panellists empowered with democratic civic engagement, and this has
shared various reflections from the youth, accountability, undermined their capacity to holding their leaders to account.
gender, and citizen engagement and civic education
He emphasised that the answer to an engaging relationship
perspectives.
between the state and its citizens lies around civic education,
From the youth perspective, Lillian Aber, Chairperson, which has not yet been prioritised by either donors or the state.
National Youth Council, pointed out that while Uganda has He urged civic education actors to target new influencers such
many good policies and laws on the youth, implementation as FM radios, churches and cultural institutions, that have been
of these policies remains a big challenge. She decried the acknowledged by citizens as key sources of civic education
growing trend of commercialising politics in Uganda at the knowledge, in recent studies.
disadvantage of the youth. “Uganda’s politics at present has
become commercialised. This has constrained many youths, Going forward, the partners agreed to pursue concerted
despite their large numbers, from contesting for elective efforts to promote and strengthen meaningful participation of
youth and women in governance issues; to strengthen citizen
political positions for lack of money,” she noted.
engagement with the state to improve service delivery, to
Cissy Kagaba, the Executive Director, Anti-Corruption Coalition initiate new approaches to counter persistent challenges such
Uganda discussed the keynote address from the accountability as corruption, and to harness existing opportunities to promote
perspective. She noted that reports from the Auditor General’s democratic space and citizen engagements.
L-R: Dr. Frank Muhereza, Dr. Sarah Ssali, Lillian Aber, Cissy Kagaba
and Frank Kabushenga (the session moderator) during the panel
discussion on the keynote presentation. Photo Credit: DGF
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Key Partners’ Voices at the 6th DGF Partnership Conference
Youth Perspective
Gender Perspective
• “There is need to advocate for removal of huge fees required • “The need for a certain level of education qualification limits
for people to contest for elective political positions, because
women’s participation in politics. This needs to be addressed
they limit youth participation in elections as candidates”.
to achieve parity in politics”.
• “The current representation arrangement for the youth • “Youth and women have increased in numbers in leadership
(five regional youth representatives) in Parliament is not
positions. We need to translate this into impact. Unfortunately,
adequate for entire the youth population in the country.
some of them have joined the corruption bandwagon, using
There is need to advocate for more involvement of the
their leadership positions. There is need to reverse this trend”.
youth in politics”.
Accountability Perspective
Citizens’ engagement and civic education perspective
• “corruption has become a normal practice in the country and
• “Civic education plays an important role in empowering
most institutions fighting corruption are urban-based. We
citizens. A study conducted by CODNET in a few districts of
need to support local government accountability mechanisms
Bunyoro sub-region showed that citizens who received civic
to deal with corruption at local government level”.
education engaged with their leaders more effectively”.

Q&A: Refugee Law Project Staff
The Refugee Law Project (RLP) Makerere University was established in 1999 to provide legal aid to asylum seekers and
refugees in Uganda. RLP recently celebrated 20 years of existence.
The DGF has been supporting RLP, a state university partner, since 2012 to implement interventions aimed at providing access
to justice for refugees and migrants and fostering peacebuilding and reconciliation. The DGF’s Communication Team had a
quick chat with them on key milestones achieved. Here is what they had to say.
• Community memory dialogues: With DGF funding, RLP has
been conducting these dialogues as truth telling sessions
to help communities that have gone through conflict to tell
their own story as a form of healing. We are looking forward
to publishing memory dialogue reports.
• Profiling of victims with war-related injuries: Through
platforms like the community memory dialogues, we are able
to carry out profiling of victims with war-related injuries and
provide medical care for them through funding from the DGF.
This builds a lot on the documentaion, research and advocacy
work RLP does.
• Further, DGF’s funding has also helped RLP empower refugees
at grassroot communities, extend learning of the English
L to R: Solomy Awiidi, Transitional Justice Lawyer, Susan Alupo,Programme
Manager, Access to Justice and Patience Katenda, Legal Officer, Access to
Language for adults through ‘Speak Your Rights Course’,
Justice at RLP. Photo credit: DGF
expand its offices and services to refugee camps, build the
capacity of state and non-state actors like the prisons, Judiciary
Qn 1. What major milestones have been achieved by RLP
and immigration institutions, among other milestones.
under the DGF partnership?
Ans. Quite a lot has been achieved under the DGF partnership. Qn 2. What do you enjoy most about working with RLP?
We shall mention a few major ones.
Ans
• Solomy: Seeing the change I contribute in war victims’ lives.
• Work on memoralisation: With DGF funding, RLP recently
I am challenged by aspects of conflict and how they affect
relaunched the peace and conflict exhibition display at the
generations.
National Memory and Peace Documentation Centre (NMPDC) • Susan: Seeing the lives of forced migrants positively change
in Kitgum District. This exhibition brings history to life, looking
especially those that have been tortured and treated unjustly.
beyond Uganda to South Sudan and giving a good overview • Patience: I am inspired by the work RLP does especially
of the region. The exhibition has also attracted visitors from
helping vulnerable refugees get status to access services in
the region, for example we recently had visitors from Kenya.
the country.
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Excessive Money Can Sway Democratic Politics
Held at Sheraton Hotel on 22 August 2019, the meeting was intended to share ACFIM’s perspectives and recommendations with
the MPs, on the electoral amendment bills which seek to regulate
electoral financing.
The recommendation from ACFIM include: disclosure of sources
of funding, bank accounts, and budget for the whole electoral/
campaign cycle; barring of donations and fulfilling of pledges
during electoral campaigns; specifying limits to the amount of cash
or in-kind contributions from individuals, entities or organisations
to a particular candidate; specifying spending limits for candidates
involved in election campaigns; filing of campaign finance reports
at the end of elections; and instituting of heavy penalties for
ACFIM holds an awareness meeting with Kyambogo University Guild noncompliance including annulling the election and barring culprits
Council members on commercialization of politics and election processes. from contesting for political offices for a period of 5 years.
Photo credit: ACFIM

“…While use of money is essential for election campaigns,
excessive money can sway democratic politics… it causes
unsustainable levels of debt among elected leaders,
corruption, and uneven playing field in elections”. This
statement was made by Mr. Henry Muguzi, the Executive
Director for ACFIM during a consultative meeting with
members of the Uganda Women Parliamentary Association
(UWOPA).

In the subsequent deliberations, the MPs shared various experiences
and insights with ACFIM on the realities in the electoral processes.
For example, on specifying limits to the amount of cash or in-kind
contributions that can be made to a particular candidate, the MPs
noted that the prevailing reality points to the contrary.
Read more: https://www.dgf.ug/news/excessive-money-cansway-democratic-politics

Investigative Journalism Leads to Implementation of Law Against Torture
Creation of Corruption Taskforce in Uganda Still Remains a Challenge
“The Prevention and Prohibition of Torture Act (PPTA), 2012,
in the Judiciary
provides for the prevention of torture and redress for those who
The Uganda Chief Justice, Hon. Justice Bart Katureebe, has have been subjected to torture. However, the law has not yet been
set up a six-member Taskforce headed by the Inspector of effectively implemented,” said Samuel Nsubuga, the CEO of African
Courts, Ms Immaculate Busingye, to investigate allegations Centre for Treatment and Rehabilitation of Torture Victims (ACTV).
of corruption in the Judiciary.
The formation of the Taskforce is an aftermath of media
reports by the Vision Group, which exposed acts of bribery
and corruption tendencies in the courts of Uganda. The
reports emanated from investigative journalism by the
Vision Group as part of its ongoing project titled: “Promotion
of Human Rights and Enhancing Access to Justice through
Media Interventions”, funded by the DGF.
Through the investigations, the Vison Group intends to
unearth blockages which prevent poor and vulnerable people
from accessing justice. So far, the investigative coverage
has uncovered a racket of court clerks, food vendors, police
officers, state attorneys and prison officers who solicit for
brides from desperate detained suspects in need of non-cash
bail contrary to Article 23 (6) of the Constitution of Uganda
which treats bail as a human right. This, among other cases,
will be investigated by the Corruption Taskforce.
Read more: https://www.dgf.ug/news/investigativejournalism-leads-creation-corruption-taskforce-judiciary
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This was during a review meeting on the progress on the
implementation of the PPTA held on 15th August, 2019 in which
various representatives across the select Ministries, Departments
and Agencies participated.
The meeting highlighted a number recommendations including
but not limited to: the Uganda Human Rights Commission (UHRC)
and the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) to
work together to ensure that cases of torture adjudicated upon
by UHRC not only settle for compensations but are also referred
to office of the DPP for further prosecution, Uganda Police Force
to strengthen the use of the main stream judicial system courts
to prosecute their Police Officers who commit crimes of torture
other than their internal disciplinary courts, ACTV and other
stakeholders to continuously engage its representatives across all
units in addressing cases of torture to ensure transparency on the
decisions made in regard to the cases of torture presented.
Read more: https://www.dgf.ug/news/implementation-lawagainst-torture-uganda-still-remains-challenge

Partner Events In Pictures

A guest views the peace and conflict exhibition display at the National Memory
and Peace Documentation Centre (NMPDC) in Kitgum. The exhibition, which
was launched on 20th September, 2019 by Refugee Law Project (RLP),
describes decades of conflict in northern Uganda and highlights ongoing
efforts towards peace-building and reconciliation. Photo credit: RLP

Dr. Miria Matembe (C), former Minister for Ethics and Integrity, officially
launches a course unit on media and gender, developed by Uganda
Media Women’s Association (UMWA). The course unit, launched on 27th
September, 2019, will contribute to addressing gender inequalities within
the media. Photo credit: UMWA

A group photo of participants at the Pan-African Conference on Public
Financing for Health and Road Infrastructure in Africa; Lessons for
Uganda held on 11th - 13th September, 2019 by Uganda Debt Network
(UDN). Photo credit: UDN

ASP Moses Musinguzi (C), Head of the Police Mineral Protection Unit, makes
remarks at the 2019 Citizens Convention on Mining organised by Global
Rights Alert (GRA) together with ActionAid and ACODE on 19th - 20th
September, 2019. Photo credit: Citizens Convention on Mining

A woman gives her views during a town hall meeting dubbed ‘Our
Parliament’ in Lira District on mob action organised by Wizarts
Foundation, with support from the DGF, on 24th October 2019. Photo
credit: Wizarts Foundation.

Justice Lydia Mugambe (R) officially launches the Research Report on
Access to Justice for Social and Economic Rights conducted by nitiative
for Social and Economic Rights (ISER). This was during the 6th Annual
National Conference on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ESCRs)
held on 25th September, 2019. Photo Credit: ISER
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Partners’ Online Presence

DGF’s partners are very active on social media. Follow them on Twitter, Facebook and other platforms for regular updates on
interventions being implemented.

Partners’ Upcoming Events
• 2nd - 6th December 2019: Anti-Corruption Week Co-organised by ActionAid International Uganda (AAIU), Teso Anti-Corruption
Coalition (TAC), Civil Society Budget Advocacy Group (CSBAG) and Uganda Debt Network (UDN).
• 4th December 2019: National Integrity and Service Delivery Awards 2019 Organised by ActionAid International Uganda (AAIU),
Transparency International Uganda (TIU) and Anti Corruption Coalition Uganda (ACCU) at Kampala Sheraton Hotel.
• 5th - 6th December 2019: Anti-Corruption Convention Organised by Anti Corruption Coalition Uganda (ACCU) and partners at
Royal Suites Hotel, Kampala.
• 6th December 2019: Commemoration of International Human Rights Defenders Day 2019 by National Coalition of Human Rights
Defenders Uganda (NCHRD-U) at Hotel Africana.
• 10th December 2019: Commemoration of Human Rights Day 2019 by the Uganda Human Rights Commission (UHRC) and other
DGF Partners.
• 12th December 2019: High Level Policy Dialogue On Uganda’s Development Strategy Organised by Advocacy Coalition for
Development and Environment (ACODE).
Follow the DGF Website and social media platforms for more updates on upcoming events
The Democratic Governance Facility (DGF) is a multi-donor funding mechanism supported by Austria, Denmark, European Union, Ireland,
the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden to support state and non-state partners to strengthen governance, promote and protect human rights,
enhance access to justice, and improve accountability in Uganda.
Floor 3 - 4, Lotis Towers, Plot 16, Mackinnon Road, P.O.Box 8772 Kampala-Uganda
www.dgf.ug

